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Abstract

Learning from visual representations is enhanced when learners appropriately integrate corresponding visual and verbal information. This study examined the effects of two methods of promoting integration, color coding and labeling, on learning about probabilistic reasoning from a table and text. Undergraduate students ($N = 98$) were randomly assigned to learn about probabilistic reasoning from one of 4 computer-based lessons generated from a 2 (color coding/no color coding) by 2 (labeling/no labeling) between-subjects design. Learners added the labels or color coding at their own pace by clicking buttons in a computer-based lesson. Participants’ eye movements were recorded while viewing the lesson. Labeling was beneficial for learning, but color coding was not. In addition, labeling, but not color coding, increased attention to important information in the table and time with the lesson. Both labeling and color coding increased looks between the text and corresponding information in the table. The findings provide support for the multimedia principle (Mayer, 2009), and they suggest that providing labeling enhances learning about probabilistic reasoning from text and tables.
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Learning about Probability from Text and Tables:

Do Color Coding and Labeling Help?

Many people struggle with probabilistic reasoning, especially when calculating posterior probability (Evans, Handley, Perham, Over & Thompson, 2000; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; Stanovich & West, 1998). Posterior probability judgments require the evaluation of a hypothesis after being presented with relevant data. Such calculations can be used, for example, to judge the probability that a person who tested positive for a disease, actually has the disease. In order to make a correct judgment about this problem, people have to consider three pieces of information: (a) the true positive rate: the probability of the test giving a positive result when the person actually has the disease; (b) the false positive rate: the probability of the test giving a positive result when the person does not have the disease; and (c) the base rate/prevalence: the probability that a randomly chosen person from the population has the disease. People often fail to integrate these three pieces of information appropriately, and, thus, they often generate incorrect responses. Because of the complexity of probabilistic reasoning, teaching probabilistic reasoning is also quite challenging (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2008). Given the ubiquity of test results in modern society, it is important to understand this type of probabilistic reasoning (Hoffrage, Kurzenhäsuer, & Gigerenzer, 2005; Kurzenhäsuer & Hertwig, 2006) and to develop effective ways to instruct people about it.

Visual representations, such as tables and diagrams, have been found to be beneficial in instruction on calculating posterior probability (Kurzenhäsuer & Hoffrage, 2002; Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 2001). However, learners do not always use visual representations effectively, and they often fail to adequately integrate visual information with corresponding verbal information (Seufert, 2003). Thus, learners may benefit from instructional design techniques that support
their integrating corresponding ideas in visual and verbal representations (de Koning, Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2009). The purpose of this study is to test the effects of two such instructional design techniques, color coding and labeling, on learning from a computer-based lesson about posterior probability.

Theoretical Background

According to the multimedia principle (Mayer, 2002, 2009), visual representations enhance learning because of the connections they afford with verbal information in text or speech (Mayer, 2002, 2005, 2009). When using materials with both verbal and visual information, learners create a verbal mental model based on information presented in text or speech, as well as a visual mental model based on information presented in the visuals (Mayer, 2009). When learners select and integrate corresponding information in the verbal and visual representations, connections are made between the two mental models (Mayer, 1999). Thus, in the case of a posterior probability lesson presented with text and visuals, learners can integrate verbal descriptions of how posterior probability works with a relevant visual representation. For example, a learner could select the verbal description of a true positive as well as the visual portraying a true positive in a hypothetical data set. Then, the learner could integrate the information regarding true positives in the two representations. This integration of verbal and visual information may increase comprehension of the material, which in turn may increase learning (Schnotz, 2002). However, in order for this integration to occur, it is important that l
earners properly attend to and connect the corresponding information in verbal and visual representations (de Koning et al., 2009; Mayer, 2003).

Integrating corresponding information in different representations can be especially challenging in written lessons because of the *split attention effect*, in which a learner’s visual attention is divided between the two representations (Chandler & Sweller, 1991, 1992). Simply put, learners cannot look at both the visual representation and the text at the same time, making integrating different sources of information cognitively demanding. In an oral lesson, learners can listen to the verbal information and view the visual representation simultaneously (Mousavi, Low & Sweller, 1995; Moreno & Mayer, 1999). Furthermore, instructors can guide connections between corresponding verbal and visual information through gesture (Alibali et al., 2014; Nathan & Alibali, 2011). However, when learners independently read a written lesson, they may have difficulty connecting the information in text with the information in the visual representation because of the split attention effect (Low & Sweller, 2005). Learners must maintain information from one representation in working memory while searching for corresponding information in the other representation (Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller, 1999). For this reason, when learners need attend to both a visual representation and the corresponding written text, they may benefit from support for making connections between the visual representation and the text.

Lessons with text and visual information may be more effective if they include supports for making connections. Two such techniques that have been found to be effective in past research based on science lessons are color coding and labeling (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Ozcelik, Karakus, Kursun, & Cagiltay, 2009). Color coding and labeling can assist learners both
in selecting important information and in integrating corresponding information in visual representations and text.

Color coding involves presenting corresponding information in the same color, but one that contrasts with the surrounding information. Previous research findings have indicated that color coding corresponding information in text and visual representations increased learning (Kalyuga et al., 1999; Keller, Gerjets, Scheiter, & Garsoffky, 2006). This is likely because color provides a visual contrast that may signal the learner that information is important or related, thereby assisting in selecting and attending to important information (Schnitz & Lowe, 2008; Tabbers, Martens, & van Merriënboer, 2004). Selecting and attending to important components of visual representations is critical for learning, because learners must first identify and process relevant information in the visual representations before they can integrate the information in the visual representation with the text (Mayer, 1996). Moreover, the use of shared color can guide connections between verbal and visual representations (Ozcelik et al., 2009; Ozcelik, Arslan-Ari, Cagiltay, 2010). This is because learners can use the shared color to quickly identify information that should be connected (Cook, 2006; Patrick, Carter, & Wiebe, 2005). Learners can then focus more cognitive resources on understanding the material, which can lead to better learning (Mayer, 2009).

Labeling, which involves adding text to visual representations, can also help learners select and integrate information in different representations. Like color coding, labels can signal the learner that information is important or relevant. Through this signaling, learners can use labels to help them select and attend to important components of visual representations (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Johnson & Mayer, 2012). In addition, because a label is comprised of text, labeling allows for text to be in close proximity to corresponding visual information, thereby
making verbal and visual representations more spatially contiguous, which cues the learner that the information from the two representations should be connected (Holsanova, Holmberg, & Holmquist, 2009). Furthermore, the spatial contiguity of corresponding verbal and visual information provided by labels may assist learners in connecting the words in the label with those same words in the main body of text. This may ease visual searches for information (Johnson & Mayer, 2012). In these ways, labeling can guide the integration of corresponding information in the text and visual representations (Mason, Pluchino, & Tornatora, 2013b). As with color coding, labeling decreases the cognitive resources needed for selecting important information and making connections, which increases the availability of cognitive resources for learning.

Instructional design techniques such as color coding and labeling have typically been examined in isolation (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Mason et al., 2013b; Ozcelik et al., 2009, 2010). That is, learning from a lesson with one of these techniques has usually been compared to learning from a lesson without that specific technique (however, see Jamet, Gavota, & Quaireau, 2008, for an exception). It is possible that using two instructional design techniques simultaneously may be particularly beneficial because each adds distinct benefits; that is, color coding and labeling signal important information and guide integration in different ways. Indeed, the use of two instructional design techniques (e.g., color coding and presenting information step by step) in oral presentations was found to be particularly helpful for retention of lesson information (Jamet et al., 2008). However, no research to date has addressed the possibility that a combination of color coding and labeling could lead to greater learning from written lessons than either technique on its own. It is possible that combining color coding and labeling could be especially beneficial because learners would have two techniques designed to enhance the
COLOR CODING AND LABELING

selection of important information and integration of text and visuals, and these effects could be additive. Conversely, it is possible that color coding and labeling serve such similar functions that combining them may not yield any additional benefit. Without testing the combination, it is uncertain whether optimal design of instructional materials should involve labels only, color coding only, or the combination of both.

Color coding and labeling may be particularly effective when implemented in computer-based lessons because, unlike traditional lessons on paper, computer-based lessons can have interfaces that permit (or require) learners to add the color coding and labeling themselves (see Najjar, 1998). Labeling and color coding can be added by having learners click on buttons to make labels and color codes appear. This approach may maximize the benefits of labeling and color coding because it affords the opportunity to show a single label or color code at a time. With only one cue at a time, learners can better focus their attention on the color coded and/or labeled areas (O'Byrne, Patry, & Carnegie, 2008). Indeed, the benefits of labeling appear to be enhanced if learners interacted with a computer interface to reveal each of the labels (Evans & Gibbons, 2007). Furthermore, this design permits learners to view the labels and color codes at their own pace, and to review them multiple times if necessary, which also may promote learning (Boucheix & Guignard, 2005; Mayer & Chandler, 2001).

Need for Cognition

Past research findings indicate that performance on probabilistic reasoning tasks is associated with a thinking disposition known as need for cognition. Need for cognition is the tendency for an individual to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive activities (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). Individuals with high levels of need for cognition are more likely to process and systematize information, sorting out the irrelevant from the important, than individuals with low
levels of need for cognition (Cacioppo & Petty, 1984; for a review on need for cognition, see Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996). Additionally, individuals with high levels of need for cognition engage in cognitively challenging activities without external motivation (Heijltjes, van Gog, Leppink, & Paas, 2014), whereas individuals with low levels of need for cognition prefer to engage in effortful cognitive tasks only when they have a good reason to do so (Haugtvedt, Petty, & Cacioppo, 1992). Because need for cognition is associated with enjoyment of complex and effortful cognitive tasks, it has been found to be positively related to logical reasoning (e.g., Smith & Levin, 1996; Jarvis & Petty, 1996). Moreover, in educational contexts, need for cognition is positively associated with academic achievement (see Sadowski & Gulgoz, 1992).

Researchers have shown that need for cognition is positively related to performance on probabilistic reasoning tasks (Kokis et al., 2002; West, Toplak & Stanovich, 2008). This is likely because need for cognition is positively associated with an inclination to think deeply about problems (Morsanyi, Primi, Chiesi, & Handley, 2009). For these reasons, we also considered individual differences in need for cognition in examining the effectiveness of lessons on probabilistic reasoning.

The Current Study

The purpose of the current study is to investigate the effects of color coding and labeling, previously found to be effective in learning from multiple representations in science lessons, on learning about posterior probability from a table and text. Posterior probability was a suitable topic for investigating this issue because it is frequently challenging for undergraduate students to integrate all of the relevant information (Kahnman & Tversky, 1973; Morsanyi, Handley & Serpell, 2013). Therefore, support from color coding and labeling may be particularly helpful.
Tables were chosen as a visual because they are commonly used when teaching posterior probability (Steckelberg, Balgenorth, Berger, Muhlhäuser, 2004). As our primary research question, we asked whether color coding and labeling would promote learning about posterior probability. Based on previous findings (e.g., Boucheix & Lowe, 2010; Catrambone, 1994, 1996; de Koning et al., 2010; Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason et al., 2013b; Ozcelik et al, 2009, 2010), we expected that both color coding and labeling would increase learning about posterior probability. However, we were uncertain as to which would be more effective given that both have been shown to be beneficial and they had not been previously compared to each other. It is also possible that a combination of color coding and labeling would yield the greatest increases in learning. A combination of color coding and labeling would provide two forms of guidance while learning, which could be beneficial for a complex topic such as posterior probability.

As our secondary research question, we examined how color coding and labeling affected learners’ processing of the lesson, in other words, what learners did while reading the lesson. To test the effects of color coding and labeling on the processing of the lesson, we used eyetracking. According to the eye-mind hypothesis, the eye fixates (i.e., pauses) on what the mind is processing (Just & Carpenter, 1980). In this way, eye movements can be used to infer how information is processed (Rayner, 1998). We were specifically interested in how labeling and color coding affected attention to important areas of a text, integration of relevant information in text and tables, and the time spent processing the lesson.

Color coding and labeling are thought to assist learners in selecting important information (Ozcelik et al., 2009; Mayer & Johnson, 2008). This selection of important information would likely yield an increase in attention to that information (Mayer, 2014). Eyetracking measures can
yield information about how much a learner attends to a particular section of a lesson. The eyetracking measure of total fixation time is the summed duration of fixations on a particular area and is indicative of attention to that area (Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Rayner, 1977). Color coding has been previously shown to increase attention to color coded areas of a visual representation (Ozcelik et al., 2009). Labeling has not been found to increase attention as indicated by total fixation time on visual representation as a whole (Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason et al., 2013b). However, these studies (Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason et al., 2013b) did not examine whether labeling increased attention to specific areas of a visual representation.

Given that labeling is thought to increase attention to specific areas of a visual representation (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010), it is likely that total fixation time would be longer if an area of a visual representation is labeled. In addition, the combined use of color coding and labeling could increase attention to specific areas of a visual representation. Both the color contrast and label could signal to learners that a particular area of a visual representation is important, leading to increased attention to that area, relative to color coding alone or labeling alone.

Eyetracking can also be useful for examining how learners integrate information from visual representations and text. Learners may look to and from different representations as they attempt to align and integrate relevant information (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013c). Previous research findings have indicated that color coding can assist in integrating corresponding information between text and diagrams (Ozcelik et al., 2009). In addition, labeling has been found to increase looks between text and corresponding information in a diagram (Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason et al., 2013b). Therefore, based on previous research (Ozcelik et al., 2009, 2010; Mason et al., 2013b), we expected that both color coding and labeling would increase looks from the text to relevant information in the table and vice versa.
We were also interested in how color coding and labeling influenced the time spent with the lesson. Given that color coding and labeling add information to the lesson, it is logical that these instructional design techniques could increase the amount of time spent on the lesson (e.g., Johnson & Mayer, 2012). This increased time with the lesson could explain any observed learning benefits due to instructional design techniques.

If differences as a function of color coding and labeling are found, both in performance and in how the lessons are processed in terms of integration, attention, and time on task, it is possible that observed differences in performance could be due to the observed differences in processing. To address this issue, we also examined relationships between the processing of the lesson (integration, attention, and time with the lesson) and performance.

We also assessed participants’ need for cognition. As described above, findings from previous studies (Klaczynski, 2014; Kokis et al., 2002; Morsanyi et al., 2009) have shown that need for cognition is related to probabilistic reasoning skills. Therefore, we expected that need for cognition would be related to participants’ ability to compute posterior probabilities after our training sessions. Despite random assignment, there were pre-existing differences in need for cognition between the labeling and no labeling conditions, so we controlled for the statistical effects of need for cognition in addressing each of these research questions.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Undergraduate students ($N = 103$) participated for extra credit in a psychology course. Eyetracking data were not recorded for 2 participants due to apparatus malfunction. In addition, 3 participants did not complete all of the necessary measures. Of the remaining 98 participants, 63% were female and 36% were male, and their average age was 18.92 years ($SD = 1.68$ years; 2
participants did not report age). Per self-report, 2% of participants were African American, 5% were Asian, 3% were Hispanic or Latino, 86% were Caucasian, 1% were Native American, and 3% were biracial. All participants reported being native speakers of English and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials

Each participant saw two pages of a website with material adapted from Gigerenzer, Gaissmaier, Kurz-Milcke, Schwartz, and Woloshin (2007). The first page had only text and introduced posterior probability as a means to accurately interpret test results. The second page had text as well as a table with frequency information. There were four versions of the second page of the website, reflecting a 2 (color coding/no color coding) by 2 (labeling/no labeling) design: color coding and labeling, color coding and no labeling, labeling and no color coding, and no color coding or labeling (control). Four of the sentences in the color coding and/or labeling conditions had buttons for participants to click to add color coding and/or labeling (depending on the condition). If a participant was in the control condition, there were no buttons as there was no color coding or labeling to add. See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for examples of the website conditions.
**Understanding health statistics**

**Breast cancer screening base rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women who test positive</th>
<th>Women who test negative</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No breast cancer</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To help explain the answer, follow the statements in relation to the table:

1. The probability that a woman has breast cancer is 1% (prevalence), that is roughly 10 in 1000
2. If a woman does have breast cancer, the probability that she will test positive is 90% (true positive rate), that is 9 out of 10
3. If a woman does not have breast cancer, the probability that she will test positive is around 9% (false positive rate), that is 89 out of 990
4. Therefore, 9 out of 98 women who test positive have breast cancer, that is, roughly 1 in 11 women who test positive actually have breast cancer.

As you can see, if a woman tests positive for breast cancer, it's actually more likely that she doesn't actually have breast cancer than she has breast cancer.

**Figure 1. Website without color coding or labeling**

**Understanding health statistics**

**Breast cancer screening base rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women who test positive</th>
<th>Women who test negative</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No breast cancer</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To help explain the answer, follow the statements in relation to the table:

1. The probability that a woman has breast cancer is 1% (prevalence), that is roughly 10 in 1000
2. If a woman does have breast cancer, the probability that she will test positive is 90% (true positive rate), that is 9 out of 10
3. If a woman does not have breast cancer, the probability that she will test positive is around 9% (false positive rate), that is 89 out of 990
4. Therefore, 9 out of 98 women who test positive have breast cancer, that is, roughly 1 in 11 women who test positive actually have breast cancer.

As you can see, if a woman tests positive for breast cancer, it's actually more likely that she doesn't actually have breast cancer than she has breast cancer.

**Figure 2. Website with color coding and labeling**

If a participant was in a labeling condition, clicking the button caused a call-out box to appear in the table with an important term next to the cell representing the term. The term in a particular label was used in the sentence next to that button. Only one label appeared at a time.

The presentation of only one label at a time after clicking a button was intended to help
participants understand which cell referred to the term in the sentence. If all labels were visible at the same time, it would not be clear which label corresponded to which sentence. In addition, having only one label appear at a time avoids cluttering the lesson, which would be undesirable (Fisher, Godwin, & Seltman, 2014; Rosenholtz, Li, Mansfield, & Jin, 2005; Tufte, 2001).

If a participant was in a color-coding condition, clicking the button caused the sentence in the text and corresponding information in the table to be highlighted in the same color. Because color could be broadly applied to multiple cells, color coding was applied to all cells relevant for a particular sentence. For example, for the sentence explaining what prevalence is, the cell that represents the prevalence received color coding as well as the headings of the row and column of that cell. Also, the cell with the total number of data points was color coded because this information was presented in the text of the sentence.

If a participant was in a condition with both color coding and labeling, clicking a button caused both color coding and labeling to appear. In this way, the specific cell representing a term had a label and color coding appear at the same time. In addition, other corresponding cells and the sentence were color coded.

When a participant clicked a button for the first time during the lesson, color coding and/or labeling appeared (depending on condition). When a participant clicked subsequent buttons, the previously-shown color coding and/or labeling disappeared and new color coding and/or labeling appeared. Thus, only one area of a text and table was color coded or labeled at a time. The text and table were identical across the four conditions. Participants were assigned to conditions using a randomized list of numbers with 25 participants in the no color coding/no labeling condition, 25 participants in the no color coding/labeling condition, 26 participants in the color coding/no labeling condition, and 22 participants in the color coding/labeling condition.
All participants in conditions with color coding and/or labeling clicked on each button on the website while reading the material.

**Measures**

**Pretest.** The pretest consisted of 2 story problems, each with 4 questions (see Appendix for example). One story problem provided numeric information in a table; one story problem provided numeric information in the text. The first three questions required the prevalence, number of true positives, and number of false positives to be identified. The fourth question required the positive predictive value of a test to be calculated. For each problem, the first three questions were scored by giving 1 point for a correct answer. The fourth question was scored by giving 1 point for the correct numerator and 1 point for the correct denominator (e.g., Berthold, Eysink, & Renkl, 2009). Incorrect and missing answers were given 0 points. Thus, the highest possible score on the pretest was 10 points (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .73$).

**Comprehension assessment.** Learning from multimedia assessments often involves examining retention, comprehension, and transfer of the information in the lesson (Mayer, 1998; Mayer, 2010). Retention is the amount of information that is remembered, comprehension is how well the information was understood, and transfer is whether the information learned in the lesson can be applied to novel situations. To assess retention and comprehension of the lesson, a measure was developed in which participants verified paraphrases and inferences based on the lesson. This measure consisted of 8 sentences, 4 of which were paraphrases (i.e., contained or contradicted information explicitly stated in the lesson) and 4 of which were inferences (i.e., based on or contradicted information in lesson that was not explicitly stated). Participants were asked to indicate whether each sentence was consistent or inconsistent with the information they had just read on the website. Internal consistency for this measure was unacceptable (Cronbach's...
α = .32 for the entire measure; Cronbach's α = .19 for the paraphrase submeasure, and Cronbach's α = .25 for the inference submeasure); therefore, we did not use this measure in analyses and it is not discussed further.

**Posttest.** The posttest was similar in design to the pretest. It consisted of 4 story problems, each with 4 questions. The posttest was designed to assess transfer of the learned information (Mayer, 1998). Two story problems provided numeric information in a table; two story problems provided numeric information in the text. The posttest was scored in the same manner as the pretest. The highest possible score on the posttest was 20 points (Cronbach’s α = .86).

**Need for cognition.** The Need for Cognition scale consisted of an 18-item scale from Cacioppo, Petty, and Kao (1984). For each item, participants indicated on a Likert scale how characteristic each item was of them. Examples of these items are “The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me” and “I would prefer complex to simple problems.” Reverse scoring was used on 9 items. The need for cognition score was determined by adding participants’ responses to the items (Cronbach’s α = .73).

**Eyetracking.** The text and tables were divided into areas of interest (AOIs) for eyetracking analyses. Each sentence of the text was a separate AOI, and each cell of the table was a separate AOI. The four sentences that directly corresponded to cells in the table were used to examine looks from the text to the target cells in the table (and vice versa). The four cells to which labels were added in the labeling conditions (i.e., target areas for labeling) were used to examine the effects of labeling on attention to these cells and integration between these cells and relevant sentences. The ten cells to which color coding was added in the color coding conditions
(i.e., target areas for color coding) were used to examine the effects of color coding on attention to these cells and integration between these cells and relevant sentences.

Fixations less than 50 milliseconds (i.e., microfixations) were deleted prior to all eyetracking data analyses (see similar analyses in Mason, Pluchino, & Tornatora, & Ariasi, 2013a). This is because learners need to fixate on information for a minimum of 50 milliseconds to be able to engage in cognitive processing (Rayner, 2009).

Apparatus

An EyeLink 1000 Desk-Mounted System, manufactured by SR Research Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada), was used to collect eye movement data. The EyeLink 1000 eye tracker uses an infra-red video camera for monocular tracking, and the video camera was focused on the participants’ pupils. The video camera sampled real-time fixations at a 1000 Hz sampling rate. Head position was stabilized with a chin and forehead rest 70 cm from the computer monitor displaying the lesson. Pupil diameter was recorded with centroid pupil tracking.

Procedure

After providing informed consent, participants were given the pretest. Participants were instructed to answer the questions if they knew the answers, but not to guess if they were unsure. After the pretest, the eyetracker was calibrated for each participant. During calibration, participants gazed at a dot that appeared at 5 different points on the screen. This process was repeated until the on-screen gaze position error was less than .5° of the visual angle from the target for each eye. The calibration process took between 2-5 minutes. Then participants were instructed to read the information at their own pace and to be sure to understand what they were reading because they would be asked to answer questions about it afterwards. If the participants were in a condition with color coding and/or labeling, they were instructed to click on the
buttons before each sentence prior to reading that sentence. The participants read the website silently at their own pace. Popup calibration was used to record eye movements as participants viewed the website. Popup calibration is software that allows for eye movements to be recorded while participants view anything on a computer screen. After reading, participants completed a distractor task of 21 simple multiplication and division problems, to prevent rehearsal of the material from the lesson. Then, they were given the posttest with instructions similar to the pretest. Following Kühl, Eitel, Damnik, and Körndle (2014), participants completed the Need for Cognition scale after the posttest (Cacioppo et al., 1984). Finally, they were debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Results

For all analyses, we set the Type I error rate at \( \alpha = .05 \).

Prior to analyses testing the effectiveness of labeling and color coding, we examined the distribution of pretest and need for cognition scores across conditions. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for pretest scores by condition. To examine a priori differences in pretest score by condition, a 2 (color coding) by 2 (labeling) ANOVA was conducted. There were no differences in pretest scores as a function of color coding condition, \( F(1, 97) = .43, p = .81 \). However, despite random assignment, there was an a priori difference in pretest scores as a function of labeling condition, such that participants in the labeling condition had lower pretest scores than did participants in the no labeling condition, \( F(1, 97) = 6.45, p = .01 \), Cohen’s \( d = .51 \). There was no interaction between the color-coding and labeling conditions, \( F(1, 97) = .49, p = .49 \). Therefore, we partialled out the statistical effects of pretest scores in our analyses.
Table 1

Descriptive statistics of pretest scores by condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Color Coding</th>
<th>No Color Coding</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(SE)</td>
<td>M(SE)</td>
<td>M(SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labeling</td>
<td>3.95(.59)</td>
<td>3.56(.54)</td>
<td>3.76(.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Labeling</td>
<td>5.07(.52)</td>
<td>5.20(.54)</td>
<td>5.14(.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.51(.39)</td>
<td>4.38(.38)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for need for cognition scores by condition. To examine differences in need for cognition score by condition, a 2 (color coding) by 2 (labeling) ANOVA was conducted. Results indicated that there were no differences in need for cognition scores as a function of color-coding condition, $F(1, 97) = 4.27, p = .04$. However, despite random assignment, participants in the labeling conditions had lower need for cognition scores than did participants in the no labeling conditions, $F(1, 97) = 1.84, p = .04$, Cohen’s $d = .39$. There was no interaction between the color-coding and labeling conditions, $F(1, 97) = .48, p = .50$. Given that need for cognition is a highly stable individual difference variable (Sadowski & Gulgoz, 1992), it is likely that these differences were a priori and not the result of the labeling condition. Therefore, we also partialled out the statistical effects of need for cognition in our analyses.
Table 2

Descriptive statistics of need for cognition scores by condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Color Coding</th>
<th>No Color Coding</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M(SE)$</td>
<td>$M(SE)$</td>
<td>$M(SE)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labeling</td>
<td>55.52(1.74)</td>
<td>59.00(1.60)</td>
<td>57.26(1.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Labeling</td>
<td>60.26(1.54)</td>
<td>60.96(1.60)</td>
<td>60.61(1.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57.89(1.16)</td>
<td>59.98(1.13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did color coding and labeling promote learning from the lessons?

We hypothesized that both labeling and color coding would increase learning. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a 2 (color coding) by 2 (labeling) between subjects ANCOVA with posttest scores as the dependent variable, and pretest scores and need for cognition scores as covariates. Surprisingly, pretest score was not significant as a covariate, $F(1, 95) = 2.76, p = .10, \eta^2 = .02$. As expected, need for cognition was strongly associated with posttest scores, $F(1, 95) = 14.30, p < .001, \eta^2 = .13$. Figure 3 presents adjusted means and standard errors of posttest scores by condition. Participants whose materials included labeling scored higher on posttest than did participants whose materials did not include labeling, $F(1, 95) = 5.64, p = .02$, Cohen’s $d = .50$. The effect of color coding on posttest scores was not significant, $F(1, 95) = .17, p = .68$, and there was no interaction between color coding and labeling, $F(1, 95) = .76, p = .39$. In brief, labeling significantly improved learning, but color coding did not.
Did color coding or labeling increase attention to target areas of the table?

Because our eyetracking variables provide multiple data points for each participant, we used mixed effects models (e.g., see Snijders & Bosker, 2012 for more information), implemented using the package \textit{lme4} in the R statistical software (Bates, 2010; Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2012). Specifically, we used a mixed effects model with color coding and labeling as fixed factors (both centered at zero), AOI and participant as random factors, and eyetracking variables as the dependent variables. We also included fixed effects for the covariates of need for cognition and pretest score (both z-scored). We report Type III Wald chi-square tests of the parameter estimates against 0. For tests with Poisson distributions, \textit{lme4} provides Wald \textit{z}. For tests with Gaussian distributions, \textit{lme4} provides Wald \textit{t}.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{posttest_score}
\caption{Average posttest score in each condition (means and +/- 1 standard error bars adjusted for covariates of pretest score and need for cognition score)\label{posttest_score}}
\end{figure}
To examine how color coding and labeling may have influenced attention to target areas for color coding and labeling, we analyzed total fixation time (summed duration of fixations on an area of interest). To assess the effects of color coding on attention, we examined total fixation time on target areas for color coding (10 cells). We used a mixed model with color coding and labeling as fixed factors, participants and areas of interest as random factors, and total fixation time as a dependent variable. We also included fixed effects for the covariates of need for cognition and pretest score. Total fixation time was square-root transformed to improve normality. Means and standard errors of transformed total fixation times adjusted for pretest scores and need for cognition scores are presented by condition in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Average dwell time on target areas for color coding in each condition (means and +/- 1 standard error bars adjusted for covariates of pretest score and need for cognition score)
We had expected that color coding would increase attention to target areas for color coding. However, color coding did not significantly increase total fixation time on target areas for color coding, \( b = 3.95, \text{Wald } t = 1.52, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 2.32, p = .12 \). Labeling also did not increase total fixation time on target areas for color coding, \( b = -.71, \text{Wald } t = -.27, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = .07, p = .79 \). The interaction between color coding and labeling also was not significant, \( b = 2.54, \text{Wald } t = .49, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = .24, p = .62 \). Pretest score was not a significant predictor, \( b = -1.65, \text{Wald } t = -1.24, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.47, p = .22 \), neither was need for cognition, \( b = -2.50, \text{Wald } t = -1.86, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.47, p = .06 \).

To assess the effects of labeling on attention, we examined total fixation time on target areas for labeling (4 cells). The same analyses conducted for color coded cells were conducted for labeled cells. We had expected that labeling would increase attention towards target areas for labeling. Recall that target areas for labeling received both color coding and labeling in the color coding and labeling condition. Therefore, we expected that participants in the color coding and labeling condition would demonstrate the most attention towards target areas for labeling. Means and standard errors of transformed total fixation times adjusted for pretest score and need for cognition are presented by condition in Figure 5. As expected, labeling increased total fixation time on target areas for labeling, \( b = 6.04, \text{Wald } t = 1.99, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.94, p = .05 \). Color coding did not increase total fixation time on target areas for labeling, \( b = 4.31, \text{Wald } t = 1.45, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 2.11, p = .38 \). There was no interaction between labeling and color coding, \( b = 2.66, \text{Wald } t = .45, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = .20, p = .65 \). Pretest score was not a significant predictor, \( b = -.42, \text{Wald } t = -.28, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = .08, p = .78 \), and neither was need for cognition, \( b = -2.62, \text{Wald } t = 1.71, \text{Wald } \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 2.93, p = .09 \). Taken together, the findings indicate that labeling increased attention to target areas for labeling, but color coding
did not affect attention to target areas for color coding. Further, there is no evidence that a combination of color coding and labeling enhanced attention to target areas for labeling.

Figure 5. Dwell time for target areas for labeling in each condition (means and +/- 1 standard error bars adjusted for covariates of pretest score and need for cognition score)

Did color coding and labeling influence participants’ looks between relevant areas of the text and table?

To better understand how color coding and labeling may have influenced the process of integrating corresponding ideas in the text and table, we analyzed eye movements. To examine potential effects of color coding on integration, we combined two measures: the number of looks from the sentences to relevant target areas for color coding and the number of looks from target areas for color coding to the relevant sentences (see Mason et al., 2013c for similar methodology). We hypothesized that color coding would increase looks between the relevant sentences and the target areas for color coding.
To test this hypothesis, we conducted a mixed effects model with color coding and labeling as fixed factors, participant and AOI as random factors, pretest score and need for cognition as covariates, and both the number of looks from the sentence to relevant target area for color coding and the number of looks between the target area for color coding to the relevant sentence as the dependent variable (Poisson distribution). Means and standard errors of looks between sentences and relevant target areas for color coding adjusted for pretest score and need for cognition are presented by condition in Figure 6.

![Bar chart showing average looks between sentences and relevant target areas for color coding in each condition](image)

**Figure 6.** Average looks between sentences and relevant target areas for color coding in each condition (means and +/- 1 standard error bars adjusted for covariates of pretest score and need for cognition score)

Consistent with expectations, color coding increased the number of looks between sentences to relevant target areas for color coding, $b = .30$, Wald $z = 1.98$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.92$, $p = .05$. Also, labeling had an almost significant effect on increasing the number of looks
between sentences and relevant target areas for color coding, likely because a subset of these areas were also target areas for labeling, $b = .30$, Wald $z = 1.94$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.76, p = .052$. There was no interaction between color coding and labeling, $b = -.04$, Wald $z = -.12$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .02, p = .90$. Pretest score was not a significant predictor, $b = -.08$, Wald $z = -1.05$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 1.11, p = .29$, nor was need for cognition, $b = -.14$, Wald $z = -1.79$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.205, p = .07$.

To examine potential effects of labeling on integration, we combined two measures: the number of looks from the sentences to relevant target areas for labeling and the number of looks from target areas for labeling and the relevant sentence. We hypothesized that labeling would increase looks between the relevant sentences and the target areas for labeling. We also hypothesized that combined use of color coding and labeling in the target areas for labeling would yield benefits beyond labeling alone (recall that target areas for labeling also received color coding in the color coding and labeling condition).

To test these hypotheses, we conducted mixed effects models similar to those conducted for color coding, except the dependent variables were the number of looks between the sentence and the relevant target area for labeling as the dependent variable (Poisson distribution). Means and standard errors of looks between sentences and relevant target areas for labeling in the visual adjusted for pretest score and need for cognition are presented by condition in Figure 7.
Consistent with expectations, labeling increased the number of looks between relevant sentences and target areas for labeling, $b = .73$, Wald $z = 3.80$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 14.46$, $p < .001$. There was no effect for color coding, $b = .17$, Wald $z = .91$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .83$, $p = .36$. Contrary to expectations, there was no interaction between color coding and labeling, $b = -.08$, Wald $z = -.22$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .05$, $p = .82$. Pretest score was not a significant predictor, $b = -.04$, Wald $z = -.44$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .19$, $p = .66$, nor was need for cognition, $b = -.17$, Wald $z = -1.74$, Wald $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 3.02$, $p = .08$.

Figure 7. Average looks between sentences and relevant target areas for labeling in each condition (means and +/- 1 standard error bars adjusted for covariates of pretest score and need for cognition score)
Did color coding or labeling influence time with the lesson?

To better understand how color coding and labeling may have influenced the amount of cognitive processing of the lesson, we examined time with the lesson. We hypothesized that the information added to the lesson by color coding and labeling may increase time with the lesson. To test this hypothesis, we examined the total sum of fixation durations on the second page of the website (recall that the first page of the website was identical across conditions and the second page varied by condition). The total sum of fixation durations included the duration of all fixations on the second page of the website and indicate the amount of time spent processing that page. The total sum of fixations was square root transformed to improve normality. Nontransformed total sums of fixations adjusted for pretest score and need for cognition are presented by condition in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Average time with the lesson in each condition (means and +/- 1 standard error bars adjusted for covariates of pretest score and need for cognition score)
Because each participant only had one total sum of fixation durations measure, mixed effects modeling was not possible. Instead, a general linear model was used with total sum of fixations as the dependent variable, color coding and labeling as independent variables, and pretest score and need for cognition as covariates. Consistent with hypotheses, labeling increased the total sum of fixation durations, $b = 26.31$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 7.84$, $t = 2.8$, $p = .01$. There was no effect of color coding, $b = 12.343$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 1.72$, $t = 2.80$, $p = .19$. There was no interaction between labeling and color coding, $b = -6.97$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .14$, $t = -.38$, $p = .71$. Pretest score was not a significant predictor, $b = -5.87$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 1.54$, $t = -1.24$, $p = .22$, nor was need for cognition, $b = -2.11$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .19$, $t = -.44$, $p = .66$.

**What are the relationships between the processing of the lesson and performance on the lesson?**

It is possible that how the lesson was processed in terms of attention, integration, and time with the lesson relates to performance. To examine this possibility, we conducted a series of general linear models with the eyetracking variables in which an effect of labeling was noted as the predictor variable (i.e., fixation duration on target areas for labeling, looks from the text to relevant cells in the table, looks from the labeled cells to relevant sentences, and total sum of fixation duration on the lesson, all z-scored) and posttest score as the dependent variable. To be consistent with previous analyses, need for cognition and pretest were included as covariates. Standardized beta coefficients are reported. There was no effect of fixation duration on target areas for labeling and posttest scores, $b = -.02$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .27$, $t = -.52$, $p = .61$. Pretest was not a significant predictor of posttest scores, $b = .47$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .97$, $t = .99$, $p = .33$, but need for cognition was $b = 1.52$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = 9.86$, $t = 3.14$, $p = .002$; For looks between the text to relevant cells in the table, there was no effect on posttest scores, $b = -.05$, $\chi^2(1, N = 98) = .
.04, \( t = -2, p = .84 \). Pretest was not a significant predictor of posttest score, \( b = .47, \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 1.01, t = 1.01, p = .32 \), but need for cognition was, \( b = 1.57, \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 11.00, t = 3.32, p = .001 \). There was no effect of total fixation time on the lesson on posttest score, \( b = .17, \chi^2(1, N = 98) = .14, t = .38, p = .71 \). Pretest was not a significant predictor of posttest score, \( b = .50, \chi^2(1, N = 98) = 1.14, t = 1.07, p = .29 \), but need for cognition was, \( b = 1.60, \chi^2(1, N = 98) = .11.92, t = 3.45, p < .001 \). Therefore, it does not appear that the benefits of labeling on learning performance are related to the influence of labeling on these measures of the learning process.

**Discussion**

This study examined the effects of color coding and labeling on learning from computer-based written lessons on posterior probability. We asked whether color coding and labeling would increase learning about posterior probability. Based on the multimedia principle and on previous research findings, we expected that both color coding and labeling would promote learning (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Mayer, 2009; Ozcelik et al., 2009, 2010). In addition, we expected that a combination of color coding and labeling might be more beneficial for learning than either color coding or labeling alone, as learners would benefit from two forms of guidance. We found that labeling increased learning, but color coding did not. Further, there was no increased benefit of labeling if there was color coding as well.

**Performance**

As expected, labeling benefited learning, which is consistent with findings in the previous literature (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason et al., 2013b). Given that the label consists of text, labeling can increase the spatial contiguity of relevant information in visual and verbal representations, allowing learners to focus their cognitive resources on the lesson content (Mayer, 2009). The finding that labeling can enhance learning about posterior
probabilities is valuable, as posterior probability is a challenging topic for many people (e.g., Gilovich, Griffin, & Kahneman, 2002).

Based on previous findings (Ozcelik et al., 2009; Kalyuga et al., 1999; Keller et al., 2006), we had anticipated that color coding would have benefited learning. Our findings did not reveal any significant benefits. We suggest four possible reasons for the pattern of findings regarding learning. The first is that learners may need more guidance on how to connect the text and table than was provided by the color coding, especially for a topic in which college students typically have little background knowledge, such as posterior probability (Evans et al., 2000; Morsanyi et al., 2013). Previous findings have indicated that color coding may not adequately guide learners with low levels of background knowledge to make the connections necessary to understand the concepts in a lesson (Patrick, Carter, & Wiebe, 2005). The second possibility is that the processing of written lessons with visual representations may be driven primarily by text (Hegarty & Just, 1993). If learners rely on text to understand the lesson, then it follows that labeling, which is comprised of text, may be most effective in guiding the integration of ideas in different representations. The use of text to guide integration and learning would explain why the learners in this study benefited from labeling, but not from color coding.

Our third and fourth reasons for the null effects of color coding relate to the type of visual used and how color coding were applied. Previous work on color coding has used visuals that are dense, detailed depictions of scientific concepts, such as neurotransmitters or DNA strands (Ozcelik et al., 2009; 2010; Patrick et al, 2005). Because dense visuals contain a great deal of information to process, learners may find color coding helpful in identifying which information is important and relevant to the text out of all the details in the visual (Clark & Lyons, 2010). In contrast, the visual used in this study (a table) is fairly simple and sparse. Although the
information was complex, learners may have not found the color coding helpful with such a basic visual. It may not have been difficult to determine which information in the table was relevant to the text given that tables are not as detailed as other visuals (see Butcher & Aleven, 2013, for similar null findings on color coding with a simple visual). A fourth possibility is that we may have implemented color coding in an ineffective way. We color coded full sentences and sets of table cells; this may have posed a large working memory demand on participants attempting to integrate all of the different sources of information. In addition, the broad use of color coding may have inadvertently made it more difficult to determine what information was most relevant to the text. A version in which single words and single cells are color coded might be more effective (and may be more similar to the labeling that we used).

We had also expected that color coding and labeling might yield more benefit for learning than either instructional design technique alone. This is because the use of two different instructional design techniques would provide two forms of guidance on selecting important information and integrating relevant information. If there was no additive benefit of color coding and labeling, a comparison of which technique was more beneficial would be informative in instructional design. We noted that only labeling benefited learning, and there was no evidence of an enhanced benefit with the addition of color coding. Regardless of the reasons for the observed lack of benefits from color coding, our findings indicate that labeling is more effective than color coding in promoting learning from simple visuals.

**Learning process**

One of the proposed benefits for instructional design techniques such as color coding and labeling is that they assist learners in selecting important information (Mayer, 2009). If color coding and labeling helped learners select important information, one would expect an increase
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in visual attention as indicated by total fixation duration (i.e., the amount of time spent gazing on an area; Ozcelik et al., 2010). We found that labeling increased visual attention towards the target areas of the visual for labeling; however color coding did not have the same effect. We propose two possible explanations for the effect of labeling, but lack of effect for color coding. One is that labeling also added information to the target areas of the visual. Given that the visual was relatively simple and clear coupled with the finding that color coding did not affect attention, it is possible that labeling increased attention to the target areas because of the addition of information rather than improved selection of information. The second explanation is that color coding was applied more broadly than labeling. It is possible that the broad application of color coding to multiple cells in the table diffused the effect for selection.

We were also interested in the effects of color coding and labeling on guiding the integration of corresponding information in different representations, as indicated by looks between the text and corresponding information in the table (Mason et al., 2013c). Based on previous findings, we expected that both color coding and labeling would increase looks between sentences and corresponding information in the table (Mason et al., 2013b; Ozcelik et al., 2010). Indeed, our findings indicated that both color coding and labeling increased looks between the text and corresponding information in the table. These looks between relevant information in different representations may have enhanced integration of corresponding ideas in different representations in the lesson.

We also examined whether the instructional design techniques influenced how much time learners spent with the lesson. We anticipated that the instructional design techniques would increase time spent with the lesson given that they add information and simple interactivity. Similar to other findings in this study, we found that labeling increased time with the lesson, but
color coding did not. In this way, it appeared that labeling increased the amount of engagement with the lesson, as indicated by the time spent on the lesson, but color coding did not. However, time with the lesson was not related to learning from the lesson, as discussed next.

The process variables (attention to target areas, integrating of relevant information in representations, and time with the lesson) did not predict learning from the lesson as indicated by the posttest. Therefore, although labeling appeared to affect the processing of the lesson and learning from the lesson, we did not find evidence that the changes we observed in the processing of the lesson explain the benefit of labeling on learning. These findings differ from other research indicating a relationship between how a lesson is processed in terms of eye movements and learning from that lesson (Mason et al., 2013a, 2013b; Scheiter & Eitel, 2015).

The reason for the difference between the current findings and previous findings may be related to how learning was assessed. In the previous findings (Mason et al., 2013a, 2013b; Scheiter & Eitel, 2015), relationships between eye movements and learning were found for complex, deep learning, such as transferring knowledge to novel situations, but generally not for measures such as recall or factual knowledge. Although the posttest was designed to have students apply the lesson content in novel situations, the information in the lesson directly instructed the students in how to do so. In this way, the posttest may not have been sufficiently challenging to reveal a relationship with eye movements.

Implications

The present findings support the multimedia principle, which holds that learning from information with multiple representations (e.g., text and tables) is optimized when corresponding information is connected. For this reason, techniques that prompt connections between corresponding information in different representations are expected to be beneficial. In this
study, labeling was found to improve learning from the lesson. The spatial contiguity of verbal and visual information afforded by labeling may also have guided connections between the verbal information in the label, the numeric information in the table, and the verbal information in the main text, thereby promoting learning (e.g., Florax & Ploetzner, 2010). However, we did not find a benefit of color coding for learning, which indicates that perhaps this instructional design technique was not effective for promoting learning from this type of content and visual.

There are practical implications for these findings. The use of computer-based lessons and assignments has become commonplace in postsecondary instruction (Porter, Graham, Spring, & Welch, 2014). As such, the findings from this study have practical implications for the design of lessons and assignments, especially those aimed at enhancing students’ understanding of probabilistic information. Indeed, given that people often struggle with understanding probabilities (e.g., Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman, 2002; Stanovich & West, 1998), it is important to develop instructional materials to support this process. Specifically, the findings indicate that allowing users to add labeling through button clicks may be a useful technique to enhance learning. Recall that the lesson design allowed only one label to appear at a time when a button was clicked. This may have enhanced the effectiveness of labeling for two reasons. One reason is that the label for a corresponding sentence appeared when the learner clicked on the button immediately before that sentence. This may have helped the learner realize that the label was likely relevant to that sentence. In addition, the learner did not need to process multiple labels to determine which one was relevant to the currently-read sentence. This simplified the visual search for corresponding information in the text and table.

Limitations and Future Directions
Of course, some limitations of this study should be considered when interpreting the results. This study did not thoroughly examine background knowledge, which has been previously found to have important interactions with techniques such as color coding (Cook, 2006). The topic in this study, posterior probability, is one with which this population typically has little background knowledge (Morsanyi & Handley, 2012). Although we did not find positive effects of color coding on learning, such effects might be observed for learners with high levels of background knowledge, who might be better able to use the color coding to make meaningful connections (Patrick et al., 2005). A future color-coding study on a probabilistic reasoning topic in which there is greater variability of background knowledge among participants may be informative. Such a study could further examine possible interactions of color coding and background knowledge when learning about probabilistic reasoning.

In this study, we used materials with text, rather than video lessons with audio narration, as in most studies of the multimedia effect. We chose to study text as a modality because it afforded the opportunity learners to add the instructional design techniques at their own pace. Allowing learners to process the lesson at their own pace was desirable because of its benefits noted in previous research findings (Boucheix & Guignard, 2005; Evans & Gibbons, 2007; Mayer & Chandler, 2001). However, online and flipped classrooms (i.e., classes in which students watch videos of materials and spend class time on project work) are becoming increasingly common and these courses typically rely on videos to present course material (Gray, 2014; O’Flaherty & Phillips, 2015). Previous work on the use of labels in video lessons with visual representations of science concepts has also indicated a benefit for labels (Mayer & Johnson, 2008). A potentially informative area for future research would be to examine methods
of making the use of labeling in video lessons interactive. Findings from such research could inform instructional design practices in video lessons.

**Conclusion**

Learning about posterior probabilities is particularly challenging, because learners have to integrate several pieces of information (e.g., Gilovich et al., 2002). Although tables and diagrams have been found to be beneficial in instruction on calculating posterior probability (Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 2001), such benefits can only be realized if learners are able to effectively connect the information presented in tables to the explanations in the text. The findings from this study demonstrate that labeling can enhance the integration of corresponding ideas in multiple representations and foster learning. These findings support the multimedia principle in that learning was enhanced through connections between corresponding information in different representations (Mayer, 2009). Moreover, this study also demonstrates the utility of eyetracking for understanding the processes involved in learning. More generally, these findings contribute to a deeper understanding of how students connect ideas across representations, and how external supports, such as labels, can foster their making these connections. Such knowledge can be used to guide the design of instructional materials to support student learning, both in traditional lessons and in computer-based ones.
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Appendix

Problem from pretest

Answer the questions as best you can. If you don’t know an answer, please don’t guess! Just leave it blank and move onto the next question. Give proportion answers as a fraction.

Problem 1:

Imagine you are an obstetrician. One of your pregnant patients gets the serum test to screen her fetus for Down syndrome. The test is a very good one, but not perfect. Based on your clinic records from 10,000 previous patients, answer the questions below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serum test indicates Down syndrome</th>
<th>Serum test does not indicate Down syndrome</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Down syndrome</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Down syndrome</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>9,801</td>
<td>9,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>9,811</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is the prevalence of Down syndrome?

What is the number of true positives for Down syndrome?

What is the number of false positives for Down syndrome?

What is the proportion of fetuses with serum tests indicating Down syndrome who actually have Down syndrome?